Budget committee to begin hearings next Sunday
by Bill Rolles
news associate

At last week’s Student Government meeting, Campus Reporter Bob Fritchey chambered announced the Student Activity Budget Committee will hear organization’s budget requests on Mondays, from noon until 3 p.m., beginning Feb. 8.

At the hearings, organizations will present supporting evidence for their 1997-98 budget requests. Chamberlin asked members of the assembly to be patient due to the large number of budget requests that the committee received.

“This year, we received 85 budget requests,” Chamberlin said, “so it will take time to get through the requests as best we can.”

Midway through the meeting, SGA President Bob Fritchey set a precedent by allowing a representative from United Parcel Service to address the assembly.

Jeff Satter, a UPS representa­ tive, said he and his company in the mornings to recruit students. He said his main purpose is to attract students to work for the company, and one way of doing this is to sponsor different groups and activities.

“If I open it up to you,” Satter said.

“If there is anything that you have coming in for which you need a sponsor, and you think that UPS might be interested in doing it, please free to give me a call.”

Satter said UPS won’t sponsor everything, but he wants to hear from the students. He said he wants to know something about the request even if the group didn’t do the activity the previous year, how many people attended and what kind of advertising the group spread.

“Traditionally, we spend a good chunk of our money on marketing,” Satter said. “And that is one traditional way of doing that.”

Satter said UPS wants to promote employment within campus organizations. If a student belongs to a UM-St. Louis organization works with UPS for six months, the company will donate $100 to his or her organization.

Angela Hornaday, vice president of the SGA, lead off the requests to the assembly. Hornaday said the people who signed up for the committees semester did not attend.

“I’m going to add most of the problems, complaints and concerns from last semester and try to address this semester,” she said.

Hornaday reminded the assembly that one representative from each organization can request money from the SGA, page 8.

Weather not an issue at campus blood drive
by Tonya Hearon
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Curators ease up on fee increases
Fee hike marks percent increase in five years
by Bill Rolles
news associate

Malakia Hornes provided for the first time at the board president Thursday and Friday at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, the board increased educational fees from $12 to $15 per credit hour for undergraduate Missouri residents. The board’s finance committee on the increase to comply with the estimated rate of inflation and the Higher Education Price Index (HEPI). Several supplemental course fees at UM-St. Louis increased by more than the HEPI. The instructional operating revenue from $67 to $7 per credit hour, a 16.7 percent increase.

In a letter to Horne Jan. 21, 1997, University President Melvin George said, “We have unusual pressure in extending computer services to students, and this increase is essential to serve student adequacy.”

Student activity, facility and health services fees increased by 4.7, 3.6, and 2.3 percent at Columbia, Rolla and Kansas City. At the St. Louis campus, the fees increased 10.1 percent.

The higher percentage adjustment at UM-St. Louis is caused by 23 percent increase in health services fees, from $12 to $15.” George said, “This increase will be defray institutional support and plant cost not previously charged to this program.”

The resources and planning committee announced several goals for the Board of Curators to develop. One goal is to improve administrative systems and processes.

The committee plans to end the system of purchasing hardware and fabricating the proc-

Fees increase.
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Weather not an issue at campus blood drive
by Tonya Hearon
The Current staff

Even though the weather looked like anyone could be there to the annual Blood Drive held Monday in the J.C. Penney buildingcellent.

Although nature took its conditions, donors continued to come in small groups to give blood.

The blood drive, which is sponsored by The American Red Cross, has been traveling across the state area for 30 years, attempting to increase the number of donations. The event offers the blood of donors to the local area hospitals with a variety of them. The blood drive also offers the service of nursing student volunteers.

"It’s pretty much used in most of the problems, complaints and concerns from last semester,” he said.

Hornaday reminded the assembly that one representative from each organization can request money from the SGA, page 8.

Speaker tells secrets to success
by David Baugh

Preparation, effort and involvement are the most effective ways for students to be successful in their chosen careers, Patrick Combs told a small gathering of UM-St. Louis students in J.C. Penney auditorium on Thursday.

“Good grades, the right college and a degree are a great goal, but you’ve got to be a good student,” Combs said.

“Preparation, effort and involvement are the most important factors in determining your success,” he said. “If you don’t have the basic fundamental qualifications, an internship or co-op, computer skills or something that demonstrates leadership on paper, you’re not going to get invited to interview.”

Combs, an internationally known motivational speaker and television personality, stopped here to give an address and sign copies of his book, Mayor in Succe: Make College Easier, Beat the System, and Get Very Cool Jobs. His visit was sponsored by the University Program Board.

Combs said that the key to impressing prospective employers lies in having abilities and experience other applicants don’t.

“When employers have a job available, they are overwhelmed with the amount of resumes they receive,” he said. “If you don’t have the basic fundamental qualifications, an internship or co-op, computer skills or something that demonstrates leadership on paper, you’re not going to get invited to interview.”

Combs, who has himself worked with such companies as Levi Strauss and Charles Schwab, stressed the importance of being an intern, noting that 66% of interns are offered jobs by their employers and that internships tend to make better recruiters than those who hire on the job-experience.

Career skills are also important. Ac-

See Jobs, page 8.

Jobs, page 8.
As a kid in grade school, I can remember watching the snow fall at night and praying to be able to attend school the next day. But that day would always come, and classes would be cancelled the next day.

The cold weather warms the heart. About six inches of snow was on the ground, but the snow days spelt freedom. The boys would be out in full force. Sledding one would be mostly a test case for the emergency room.

For his semester, school cancellations have occurred twice. The last snowstorm hit last Monday. Every evening snow was falling off a trench coat, her usually black attire. As can be expected, the snow situation was followed by a telltale ice storm. At approximately 4 p.m., the wind picked up. The snowfall was likely to be transformed into a trip to the emergency room.

While the snowfall predicted the unwanted weather as well, the students who awaited the decision in the morning would have been forced into the nightmarish situation of skidding/sliding down a hill as several inches of snow would pack down. A good pair of hiking boots to the prevention of a campus weren't very safe to begin with. With the information at hand, what would be cancelled the next day.

When the world finally arrived, I almost lost my breath as the day would not cancel. I lived on top of a hill, a steep one at that. While I had six or seven hours of snow stop sledding.

I suspect that more students do not choose to improve their lives because they feel that their life has to be. But that part of the answer.

Snow days are predicted. Your, three days.

But the world finally arrived, I almost lost my breath as the day would not cancel. I lived on top of a hill, a steep one at that. While I had six or seven hours of snow stop sledding.

In any case, the snow situation could have been the case during much of President Bob Fritchey's administration. As a direct result of former President "uninvolved" masses is not. The man's agenda, Atop Brown's agenda, the stirrings are not just the smattering of voters who went for fast-talking Brown. His inaugural message was one of straight-up realism. His ambition to lead people to return to the way some aspects of campaigning is the promotion of leadership that would likely have more to say about our position had the more of the same, go out to it. The making the denying the aggressor, a young man's heart.

Unfortunately, last week's meeting also set a dangerous and particularly un­settling precedent where a representative from United Parcel Service was allowed without the customary with­out treating people with respect in your future editorials.

While UPS is a supporter of student organization fund raisers, he employs a community-mindedness, the offers a greater period of strenuous preparation.

On the other hand, the man­made winter storm was quite unseasonable. Our community apart and foster apathy.

While it is nice to have halftime entertain­ment. While it is nice to have halftime entertain­ment. While it is nice to have halftime entertain­ment.

This letter is in direct response to Doug Harrington's editorial "Order in the student body". When I saw the adjectives "disgraceful" and "inappropriate" used by the Houston Cougars and the Cou­gars had seven cheerleaders as well as thousands of students are not picketing, marching and petitioning for fixed-rate tuition or United community-mindedness, the offers a greater period of strenuous preparation.
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California, sensing a deep need a book she had been given years earlier. “I had discovered that there was more to life emotionally and spiritually than I realized,” she later wrote. “The Prophet,” by the philosopher, was born in Lebanon around 1883. “I was looking for my life, for a purpose. I found it in a book.”

In 1962, the University of California Press published a new translation of The Prophet, a collection of prose and poetry by Kahlil Gibran. The book, which Gibran had written in Arabic, had been translated into English and was quickly gaining popularity. Gibran, a poet, artist and intellectual, was well known for his works, which included The Prophet and The Sandstorm. His ideas about love, marriage, and family were often expressed through his writing, which was published in several books and collections.

“I was interested in reading more about Gibran’s life and work,” Karen Loeffelman, director of Gibran Studies at the University of California, said. “I had read the book and was curious about the man behind the words.”

Karen Loeffelman, a member of the Gibran Studies Committee, had been looking for a way to make Gibran’s work more accessible to a wider audience. She had been in touch with Gibran’s family and had learned that they were interested in raising awareness about Gibran’s life and work. “We wanted to do something to honor his legacy and spread his message,” Loeffelman said.

Karen Loeffelman and her colleagues decided to create a new book that would bring Gibran’s works to a wider audience. They wanted to include a variety of Gibran’s works, including his prose and poetry, as well as his letters and diaries. They also wanted to include biographical information about Gibran’s life and work, as well as essays and critical analyses by other scholars.

“Legends of Gibran’s life and works have been accumulating over $20 dollars worth of books and articles,” Loeffelman said. “But we wanted to create something new that would be more accessible to a wider audience.”

The new book, Gibran: A Life, was published in 2011. It includes a biography of Gibran, as well as his works, including The Prophet and The Sandstorm. The book also includes essays and critical analyses by other scholars, as well as biographical information about Gibran’s life and work.

“I have always been interested in Gibran’s life and work,” Loeffelman said. “I wanted to create something that would be more accessible to a wider audience.”

Karen Loeffelman and her colleagues are currently working on a new book that will include a selection of Gibran’s works, as well as biographical information about his life and work. “We want to create something that will be more accessible to a wider audience,” Loeffelman said.

Karen Loeffelman and her colleagues are also working on a new book that will include a selection of Gibran’s works, as well as biographical information about his life and work. “We want to create something that will be more accessible to a wider audience,” Loeffelman said.
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Movie Reviews

Wally Sparks the White Castle of all movies

by Daniel Martinez
of The Current staff

Meet Wally Sparks! Rodney Dangerfield's latest comic attempt at a blockbuster movie. Although this movie has some of the ingredients necessary for a hit, like top-name leading actors, tension-filled one-liners and countless cameos, it lacks one main ingredient—a decent script!

The movie does have a couple of extremely corny scenes and several traditional Rodney Dangerfield one-liners which left the audience rolling in the aisle. Unfortunately, these scenes and one-liners were short lived and were all heard within the first half hour, leaving audience members wondering if they could just replay the first part of the movie again instead of watching this snarky attempt at a hit, which I would have been very capable of doing through it if I didn’t have to review it for the paper.

Wally Sparks (Rodney Dangerfield) is the most outrageous talk show host on television. The FCC and politicians want him off the air. The governor is being blackmailed to halt his campaign for state senator. Along the way Sparks encounters a jealous corporate bad guy who will stop at nothing to ensure Sparks fails. So it is up to Wally Sparks as he tries to get the interview with the governor, expose the blackmailer, stop the bad guy from ruining him and save his show in the future world power.

The movie does have a couple of extremely corny scenes and one-liners necessary. Unfortunately, these scenes and one-liners were short lived and were all heard within the first half hour, leaving audience members wondering if they could just replay the first part of the movie again instead of watching this snarky attempt at a hit, which I would have been very capable of doing through it if I didn’t have to review it for the paper.

Wally Sparks (Rodney Dangerfield) is the most outrageous talk show host on television. The FCC and politicians want him off the air. The governor is being blackmailed to halt his campaign for state senator. Along the way Sparks encounters a jealous corporate bad guy who will stop at nothing to ensure Sparks fails. So it is up to Wally Sparks as he tries to get the interview with the governor, expose the blackmailer, stop the bad guy from ruining him and save his show in the future world power.

Rodney Dangerfield and Cindy Williams star in the comedy Meet Wally Sparks.

Cannes Film Festival Winner Prisoner Is Story Of Humanity

by Pam White
of The Current staff

"It's easier to kill a man than to love him," said Siegbert Bodor, director of Prisoner of the Mountains. Killing can be fast, but to love takes time, understanding, communication and work—lots of work. This is one of the few films that Bodor's newly released film is a quiet, gentle Russian film with subtitles that won a Cannes Film Festival award and is scheduled to open in St. Louis Feb. 14.

The movie is based on Tolstoy's classic short story "Prisoner of the Caucasus," written for children. Bodor's and Tolstoy's versions are about war. The Tolstoy original is about a young man who is captured by the enemy in a war between Russia and its neighboring nation. Tolstoy wen told the story over 130 years ago, but the movie is set in the Caucasus mountains, near Chechnya, so it seems very relevant today.

Chechnya becomes a place one can war instead of just the vague name of a开采 zone—all becomes real, the people become real. The movie was filmed in Daghesto, about 900 kilometers from Chechnya. The village of Ichke is where the film for the sake of its magnificent landscape, and the movie's on a fascinating, sentimental ponder that is in a little corner of the world.

The movie's director, Siegbert Bodor, is a quiet, gentle Russian film with subtitles that won a Cannes Film Festival award and is scheduled to open in St. Louis Feb. 14.

At Risk, from page 3

Another program that will be expanding is the Missouri and Mississippi rivers program, which helps students move up and say "I am a crook" and receive absolutely nothing off your next purchase at the University Bookstore.

We're not fussy. Whatever binds you, as long as your companion is traveling with you, it is up to Wally Sparks as only he can save his show in the future world power.

Pamela Brown
LINDA HAMILTON
PIERCE BROSNAH

Amtrak® Companion Fares: Two ride for the price of one.

We're not fussy. Whatever binds you, as long as your companion is traveling with you, he/she rides FREE between any two stations on the Amtrak® St. Louis - Kansas City, Missouri trains from January 15th through February 28, 1997. Can't be more simple than that.

St. Louis to Washington: You ride 12 + Companion 30
St. Louis to Kansas City: You ride 12 + Companion 30

Trains depart daily from the Amtrak station at 550 South 16th Street

Call your travel agent or call 1-800-USA-RAIL www.amtrak.com

"Real" companions only. Not valid for valid companions. Travelers must be members of the Amtrak® Club. Fares, schedules, and availability subject to change without notice. Offer good only between Amtrak stations that are served by scheduled trains. Some restrictions apply. Miles not accumulated on this trip. Provide your Amtrak account number to your travel agent at time of reservation. We're not fussy. Whatever binds you, as long as your companion is traveling with you, he/she rides FREE between any two stations on the Amtrak® St. Louis - Kansas City, Missouri trains from January 15th through February 28, 1997. Can't be more simple than that.

Call your travel agent or call 1-800-USA-RAIL www.amtrak.com

"Real" companions only. Not valid for valid companions. Travelers must be members of the Amtrak® Club. Fares, schedules, and availability subject to change without notice. Offer good only between Amtrak stations that are served by scheduled trains. Some restrictions apply. Miles not accumulated on this trip. Provide your Amtrak account number to your travel agent at time of reservation.
Appleby's efforts excelled as lone senior

by Brian Foslon sports associate

Although the team has struggled this season, senior guard Deena Appleby has made the most of her final year at UM-St. Louis.

Appleby is two years younger for the Riverwomen and has been with many different players, but this season's team is different because it is made up of mostly fresh-
men and sophomores.

The Riverwomen are 4-13 overall and 1-11 in the GLVC, but to Appleby, this team has a lot of talent.

"They are a young team, as it is going to take a while to come to­gether in the game. I have been a part of players playing for us," said Appleby. "But we have a pretty balanced team. I think we just aren't doing it right.

"It's a young team that has been doing its part to get us back on the right track. The nose dominated the team with 365 total points and a scoring average of 19 points per game. She also leads the Riverwomen with 43 steals and a 69 from the percent­age. She is second on the team in 3­point field goal percentage at 34 percent and total minutes played at 22.9.

"We are struggling now, but I would hate to imagine where we would be if we didn't have her with us," said Coen. "Deena is a great athlete, and she has done a great job of making our own shots and knock­ing us in a lot of games."

She kept the team in their game against the conference leaders, Southern Indiana, which was also the reason for the conference leader with 33 points.

Last season she was the team's second leading scorer. She averaged 14 points per game. Her 3­point shooting helped her to average 4.4 rebounds per game.

"It's a lot easier with the experience," said Appleby. "We have had a lot of good people in this season, but we aren't putting the other sports just don't interest in tennis and golf. I do think that it is a great game and figuring out which club to use in a given situation. It is a competitive game."

I gained more of an appreciation for these sports because I have gained more of an appreciation for these sports. I often watch these events for a while I come across them. I am amazed at being played.

I would find myself watching a tennis match, and I came interested in many sports besides them. I have gained more of an appreciation for these sports.

I watched many of the articles on boxing, skiing, etc. It's funny because these are two sports in which I would never go to play. My friends were going to play. I started playing on them with my friends, and before long I was out skiing. It's hard to get used to the skis, but I have a lot of friends and they are getting more coverage because I have gained a great appreciation for these sports.
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Attention! HEALTHY NON-SMOKING MALES AGE 18-45

$1000 Earn $300 - $1000 in your spare time!

If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 18-45, on no medication, with no current health problems, of a normal height/weight ratio, and are available for 24-48 hour stays at our facility, you can earn hundreds of dollars and help generic drugs obtain FDA approval. Gateway Medical Research, Inc. has been conducting research for pharmaceutical companies for years and thousands of people have participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn $$$, call our recruiters at (314) 946-2110 anytime.

NORWEST FINANCIAL

Are you seeking an outstanding internship opportunity in consumer finance?

If so, consider NORWEST FINANCIAL

You'll find opportunity, challenge, and variety as a Manager, Trainee-Intern.

We seek professional, career-oriented individuals with leadership abilities and analytical skills.

Join our team as a Manager, Trainee-Intern and you'll enjoy:

• learning all aspects of branch management
• learning credit investigation, loan interviewing, loan analysis and sales techniques
• learning collection problem-solving and delinquency
• learning about bad debt control.

Send (or FAX) resume to:
Norwest Financial
Russ Glick, Branch Manager
2151 Charbonier
Florissant, MO 63031
FAX (314) 921-9685

Interview Days: February 26 & 27
Inquire at Room 308 Woods Hall

to set up an appointment.
There are user consultant positions available. For more information call 510-6299.

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE with the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) starting immediately.Volunteer or earn credits. One semester commitment required; 10-12 hours a week. Interns will investigate complaints, offer legal information and resource options, and draft letters. Learn about civil liberties while making a commitment. Call Judy Croome, 311-2111.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES Earn $1500 per week working outdoors. Full-Part-time. No Experience Necessary. For more information call 211-2111.


LOSE WEIGHT EZ Fx Battening Nutrition based on Zone Diet. Weight control and sport nutrition program with personalized meals, delicious nutrition bars. Bars fit with every meal! CALL FITTEST WORKS at 380-8776. Certified Personal Trainer available for workouts, cardiovascular, weight training, or Pilates.

BUYING? SELLING? RENTING? CALL LISA AT 516-5175 OR SEND A FAX AT 516-5181 INCLUDE YOUR STUDENT NUMBER Writers wanted The Current is in need of feature, sports, news, and entertainment writers for the upcoming semester. No matter what your major, writing for your campus newspaper does typographical employers that you are valuable. In a world of corporate downsizing, one-dimensional employees are the first ones to get the writing papers. If you are one of the few ambitious students on campus, give Doug or Scott a call at 516-3714.

WANTED FREE SHIRT $1800 Credit Card fundraisers for Interns with our group. Any organization can raise up to $3000 on ear, $5000 for one T-SHIRT Free T-SHIRT Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 Qualified callers receive

FREE Information on how you can earn $1000 + T-SHIRT. Paid and Human Resources. Qualified candidates for fill positions United Parcel Service is hiring. You can apply for the position via the Internet at http://www.upsmailerservices/multiall-modules.html or pick up an application at the UBS 103 lab. Any questions contact Kevin Klug at 516-6732.

Credits: Johnson Hall: 156-4116

Now Hiring AMC West Olive 16 Near Olive and Whispersing Pines in Grove Center.

Are you interested in FREE MOVIES? We are currently hiring for:

• usher
• concession
• box office
• cashier

Flexible Hours, Great Pay, Opportunity for Growth.

For Information, Call:

205-9009

Or stop by our trailer on the west, rear side of the theatre

* Must be 16 to apply*

Get in touch with your future!

Choosing to become a Dentist of Chiropractic is more than choosing a profession. It's choosing the path to help others maintain a healthy, happy way of life—entirely. Take the first step toward your future as a independent health care professional. Write for a free admissions packet, or call toll-free, financial aid is available.

CLEVELAND Chiropractic College

KANSAS CITY CAMPS

6083 Rockhill Road • Kansas City, MO 64113-5183

www.clevelandchiropractic.edu

(800) 467-CCCX • (816) 333-8230

Pregnant?

We can help

Birthright

• FREE TEST, with immediate results detects pregnancy 10 days after it begins.

• PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING, IMMEDIATE practical assistance

• ALL services FREE and confidential Help is Nearby

Brookland: 724-1200

Cleveland: 724-5959

Rome: 847-2259

Midtown: 962-5300

Cleveland: 962-5300

We Care.

Now Hiring

SANDPIPER BEACH RESORT

1-800-488-8828

www.SANDPIPERBEACH BEACH.COM

HOME OF THE LONGEST BEACHFRONT BAR

$19 PER PERSON PER WEEK

Includes: Beachfront barley, hiking, shopping, dining, water sports, entertainment, 24-hour fitness center, indoor heated pool, spa, beach service, gift shop, tennis. 1-800-488-8828 www.SANDPIPERBEACH.COM

SPRING BREAK SAN ANTONIO, FLORIDA

Free of charge, but there are costs for travel and food. Contact the Career Services Office for more information.
combs is a graduate of San Francisco State University and currently heads the “Good Thinking Co.”

For his department, the program shows as Donahue and Good Morning America and can be seen as a regular on Real Cory and Real TV. Combs’ website can be reached on the internet at www.goodthink.com.

Major in Success is available at the University Bookstore.

African-American history month observances. Christopher Tileiy Jr., professor of law at the Harvard Law School, will be the featured speaker for “Civil Rights and African Americans: A Reappraisal,” a program being held from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Feb. 3, in the J.C. Penney Auditorium. The program will include music and songs from the UM-St. Louis Symphonic Band and St. Augustine “Pilots” Catholic Church. Call the Office of Equal Opportunity at 516-5655 for details.

African poetry to be focus of international seminar. Abena P.A. Busia, associate professor of English, comparative literature and women’s studies at Rutgers University, will discuss “African Narratives of Defense: Historical Poems on Slavery and Resistance” at 2 p.m. Feb. 6 in Room 301 of the Social Sciences and Business Building. Her presentation is sponsored by the Center for International and Area Studies and the Institute for Women’s and Gender Studies. Call 516-5753 for details.

Dean named vice president of national consortium. Charles D. Schmidt, dean of the School of Education, has been appointed to a three-year term as national vice president of the Holmes Partnership. The Holmes partnership is a consortium comprising 75 major American universities as well as partnerships with schools, human services agencies and others working for the improvement of schools and the development of educator preparation programs. Schmidt will preside over the South Central Region of the Holmes Partnership, which includes Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, New Mexico and Texas.

Technology in teaching can be a concern too. The Gateways Writing Project and the Greater St. Louis English Teachers Association are cosponsoring a conference on new technology in teaching, writing and language arts. It will be held from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Feb. 7 in the J.C. Penney Auditorium. The conference is “Now What?” A film on “How Does We Use It?” Eric Drumpf, director of the University of Missouri-Columbia Learning Center, will deliver the keynote address at 10:30 a.m. Call Connie Jeffries at 516-5072 for more information.

Women’s Center to present a pair of programs. The Call of the Nutbush, a film featuring interviews and vintage footage of dancers at the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem, will be shown at 3 p.m. Feb. 5 at the Women’s Center, in Room 211 Clark Hall. The Center will host a presentation of “Springtime in the South,” a Time Management Workshop” given by Debbie Harlis and Jason Ferris of the University Counseling Service, at noon Feb. 6. Call 516-5380 for details.

If you’re a student, read this now

Campus Connections, the annual student directory for the University, is scheduled to print soon.

If you do not wish to have your name, address and phone number published in Campus Connections, you must contact The Current at 516-5174.

Leave your name and student number on the voice mail by February 1. After that date, your name, address and telephone number will appear in the directory.

The Current is now looking for intelligent individuals to photograph and advertise. Decent pay, great benefits (relatively speaking).

Join the organization that

puts out
6,000 copies every week.
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Join The Current

If you’re a student, read this now

Campus Connections, the annual student directory for the University, is scheduled to print soon.

If you do not wish to have your name, address and phone number published in Campus Connections, you must contact The Current at 516-5174.

Leave your name and student number on the voice mail by February 1. After that date, your name, address and telephone number will appear in the directory.

The Current is an equal opportunity organization

Jane Fonda married one (pre-Ted Turner).

Gene Siskel works with one.

Garfield (the cat) was created by one.

Lamar Alexander (he tried to be President) used to be one.

The answer is as close as your college newspaper. The Current has immediate openings for writers. News, features, entertainment—you pick. Morning, noon, night—you decide. Call Doug @ 516-5174 or show up on Mondays @ 2 p.m.

The Current

Because you never know when Jane Fonda will be single again.